If You’re Working Remotely, How Do You Plan to Close Your Books?
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COVID-19 is presenting challenges many businesses and organizations never contemplated. Closing your books while working remotely may be one of the many critical tasks you’re struggling to figure out.

In this time of crisis, keeping your financials organized and up to date is more important than ever—especially if you are seeking emergency aid through programs provided under the CARES Act. Financial institutions and government agencies will require up-to-date financial data to issue loans and grants to keep businesses going.

Brown Smith Wallace professionals can help you close the month of March and the first quarter of 2020, as well as future months and quarters, using virtual tools. If you have experienced disruptions due to COVID-19 or if your team needs help going through the close process, our team is ready to help you maintain access to the financial data needed to run your business.

To learn more about our virtual close services, please contact Wanda Salzman at wsalzman@bswllc.com or 314.687.2327 or Natalie Mamrenko at nmamrenko@bswllc.com or 314.983.1315.
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